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Chapter 316 I’ll Be Right Back

Somewhere not far away from them, Melanie tried to plead her case by shouting in
their direction at the top of her lungs, “Madam Nolan, that’s not true! I’m dating
Ben because I really like him!”

Lara cast a glance at that woman to find her a looker and the type that could easily
attract men. However, she was not the right one for her nephew regardless of how
she really felt for him because it would be too much of an embarrassment for him
to date Nathan’s ex-girlfriend.

Knowing what was in Lara’s mind, Ben secretly cursed Olivia for meddling in his
business and he had no choice but to say something. “Aunt Lara, I had no idea
because that girl has been lying to me too.”

Lara, who stared at him icily, snapped, “Keep your mouth shut or I will have you
chased out of this place too!”

Looking embarrassed, Ben kept his mouth shut obediently.

Next, Melanie was hauled out of the villa by the bodyguards.

It was only then did Eugene turn to face Nathan and rebuked, “You should have
known better than to create a scene at your great-grandpa’s birthday dinner. Now,
it’s about time you go upstairs and send him your wishes!”

Intimidated by Eugene’s aura as always, Nathan quickly replied, “Yes, Uncle
Eugene!” With that, he made his way upstairs at a hurried pace.

Lara too criticized Ben, “Why are you standing here doing nothing? Clean up the
mess now!”



Then, she started explaining to the guests who had watched the entire drama
unfold. “Everything is just a misunderstanding and it’s been solved now. Guys,
please make yourself at home!”

It was only then did the group of guests slowly disperse while discussing the drama
in whispers at the same time.

Somewhere nearby, Aleena exchanged a glance with Nicole, secretly hatching up
plans to lure Olivia into drinking. When she happened to notice Alex and Hayden
from the corner of her eyes, she pulled Nicole along as she approached them.

She was sure Eugene would bring Olivia to have a drink with the two later because
they were close friends. Therefore, all she needed to do was make sure Olivia got
the glass of wine which was drugged.

Just like what she expected, Eugene indeed approached them together with Olivia
not too long after that.

Alex was a talkative person with a great sense of humor. However, he didn’t talk
much during the event but he could convey a lot of stuff through his eyes.

He was the person who understood Eugene the best in the world.

Throughout the many years they had been friends, they had criticized each other
because of the huge difference in their personalities, but they had never allowed it
to affect their friendship.

“Tsk, tsk! I must say Old Man Nolan’s birthday dinner is really a very prestigious
event because it’s graced with Doctor Maxwell’s attendance. Since you will be
here for hours, how much will you charge for your consultation fee? Shouldn’t you
give them a discount?”

Olivia chuckled, “Won’t I be humiliating big shots like you guys if I give a
discount?”



Laughing, Alex quipped, “Just feel free to humiliate me because I don’t really
care!”

Eugene, who couldn’t stand him, gave him a kick on his calf and criticized, “Do
you actually realize how shameless you sound?”

Alex looked unruffled and he glared at him while snapping back, “Look at how
unappreciative you are. Can’t you see that I’m trying to help you save some
money?”

Eugene shot him a supercilious glance and countered, “Did I even ask for your
help?”

Alex grunted in displeasure and lamented, “You’re just being ungrateful!”

Sniggering, Hayden patted Alex’s shoulder and consoled, “You’re really wrong to
think that Eugene even needs your help to cut costs! I suggest that you help him
spend his money instead!”

Nicole chimed in with a gentle smile, “It won’t be your turn anytime soon to spend
his money! I think you guys should help him take care of Doctor Maxwell
instead.”

Alex snorted in response and eyed Eugene provocatively. “Do you need our help to
take care of her?” Yet, from the threatening way he was staring at Eugene, he
seemed to be telling Eugene that his girl was now in his hands.

Eugene, who ignored him, turned to face Olivia and said, “This patient isn’t in his
right mind. You need to do everything you can to treat him and I’ll pay for his
consultation fees!”

Olivia couldn’t suppress the urge to laugh.

It was only after some time did Alex realize he was alluding to him just now.
“Damn it! You’re the one who isn’t in your right mind!”



Eugene couldn’t help but break into a grin. As he reached out to caress North’s
head, he said, “Please wait for me here and I’ll be right back!”
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Chapter 317 Suffering the Repercussion

North nodded at him in acknowledgment. Eugene then glanced at his gang of
friends and urged, “Please be friendlier to Olivia!”

Aleena responded instantly by shifting to one side to make space for Olivia. “Come
sit here!” After thanking her, Olivia took the seat with some doubts in her mind,
thinking that it was abnormal for Aleena to behave so amiably toward her.

Eugene only left after leaving some reminders to them. Alex adopted a more
serious attitude once he left. “I suppose he will be too occupied tonight to have
time for you, so the two of you can join us. Feel free to tell me anything you guys
would like to have and I will get the food here.”

Swaying the wine glass in her hand, Aleena taunted, “Do you even need to be so
attentive while she might be even more familiar with this place than you?”

Alex retorted, “I’m just trying to be a gentleman.”

Aleena teased him, “For other guys, that might be a very gentlemanly gesture but
your current level of attentiveness makes you seem like you are harboring some
ulterior motive. You’d better be careful or Eugene might teach you a lesson!”

Alex knitted his brows slightly and protested, “Hey, watch your words because we
have a kid here with us! I don’t have anything else in mind other than the pure
intention of taking care of Olivia and his son. Whoever thinks otherwise will be
deemed the villain!”

While he was explaining himself, he turned to look at Olivia, who was glancing at
North’s lips which were shining with a layer of oil from the food he was wolfing
up. “I don’t think there is any issue with that at all!” she chuckled.

“Seems like you guys are trying to say that I’m a villain!” Aleena huffed. Alex
snorted, “What do you think? You should punish yourself by downing your glass!”



Aleena summoned a housekeeper over and took a glass of wine which she handed
to Olivia. “Well, let me drink a round with you guys as my punishment!”

Olivia had long been keeping her guard up after noticing Aleena’s abnormal
behavior. However, since she was treating her in such a friendly manner, she had
no reason to pull a long face at her considering the occasion.

“You really don’t have to punish yourself and I don’t need you to apologize to me
either.”

Holding the glass of wine, Aleena stared at her and suggested, “Can I offer you a
toast then?”

Deep down inside, Olivia felt amused as she wondered whether Aleena was really
this forgetful.

She was actually offering a toast to her despite the fact that they had just had a row
with each other several days ago.

Something was definitely fishy!

Moving her nose closer to the wine glass, she managed to catch a whiff of a barely
noticeable smell apart from the smell of wine, which was similar to the one she
caught in her wine glass during the cocktail party last time.

For some reason, she felt slightly pissed as she wondered if Aleena thought that
she would be stupid enough to fall for the same trick again.

Prior to this, she would have just poured the wine down the drain or pretended to
spill it accidentally to avoid drinking it. Either way was fine.

But this time, she felt the need to teach Aleena a lesson and let her have a taste of
her own medicine.



Therefore, she turned her body to another side and using her arm, she pushed the
plate in front of her onto the floor. The loud sound of the plate breaking into pieces
caught everyone’s attention.

As Aleena saw the broken ceramic pieces just next to her feet, she bent down to
make sure she was not injured.

Feigning shock, Olivia quickly put the wine glass down and bent down looking
like she intended to clean up the mess.

Alex frantically stopped her from doing so. “Don’t touch it because you might get
a cut! I’ll get someone here to clean it.”

He then summoned two housekeepers over who settled the mess within several
minutes.

The night went on and Olivia successfully swapped her glass with Aleena’s during
the mess

However, she didn’t try to egg her on to drink it because she wanted to give her
another chance. As long as Aleena didn’t try to sabotage her, she wouldn’t suffer
the backlash herself.

To her disappointment, Aleena was so keen to see her embarrass herself that she
once again lifted her wine glass not too long after that. “Come on, let’s finally have
this drink!”

Olivia was amused by her eagerness deep down inside. “You’re right. You weren’t
injured by the shards, are you?”

“Nope.” With that, Aleena tipped her glass of wine slightly in her direction before
downing its content.

At the same time, Olivia inched her glass closer to her nose to make sure no one
had tampered with its content before drinking it.



The moment Aleena saw her drink it, a sense of relief swept over her.
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Chapter 318 How Come You Are Here?



At that juncture, Aleena stared out of the window and spotted a taxi which was
parked by the gate of the villa. She was sure it was him who was sitting inside the
taxi after sending someone to check out the car.

She decided she would let him in after a while. When he was here, she had to make
sure he realized how much of a slut the woman he loved really was!

After offering the toast to Olivia, Aleena stopped with the drinks while Nicole,
Alex and Hayden continued to drink with Olivia while having a friendly chat.

Staring at Olivia who was happily having a chatter with the rest of the group,
Aleena felt her vision getting fuzzy as she wondered why the drugs had yet to have
any effect on Olivia.

At the same time, she was feeling a surge of heat wave coursing through her entire
body which set her skin on fire as though she was inside a sauna room. She took a
look at the air-conditioner in confusion but found it was still on.

What was wrong with her? Was her alcohol tolerance this low?

Nonetheless, she felt better after washing her face in the bathroom.

By the time she returned to her seat, she found Eugene at their table whispering
something to Olivia with his head held low. The two were behaving so intimately
as though there was no one else around them.

At that instant, she blew her top. All she wanted was to let the man in to put Olivia
in an embarrassing situation. She couldn’t stand how everyone loved Olivia and
she wanted everybody to see that Olivia was no different from Melanie who had
been chased out of the place because she was also flirting with two guys at the
same time.

With that thought in mind, she headed straight out. Just as she was trying to think
of a way to get him in, she saw Penny already walking into the villa together with
him.



The man still looked as detached and aloof as usual which gave him an
otherworldly demeanor whereas Penny appeared shy and nervous walking beside
him.

All of a sudden, the corners of Aleena’s lips curled upward into a smirk. She had
never seen Young Lady Penny, who was an arrogant woman that never took
anybody seriously, trying so hard to please a man while she didn’t even treat her
parents so nicely!

“Penny—”

It was only then did Penny notice her. “Aleena, why are you outside?”

“I came out for some fresh air.”

Meanwhile, Aleena turned to face George without uttering a word. Judging from
the way she was looking at him, it seemed like she was trying to tell him, See? I
told you so.

“Who’s this gentleman?” she asked, pretending that she didn’t know him.

Penny first glanced at George shyly before responding, “He’s my friend, George
Parsons.” She then introduced Aleena to George, “George, she’s one of my
brother’s friends, Aleena Jones.”

George too cast a glance at Aleena with a barely noticeable disdainful smirk on his
face as though he was mocking her for the fact that she was only Eugene’s friend,
and not his girlfriend.

Aleena looked sullen in response and for some reason, she felt her face burning in
embarrassment. With an awkward chuckle, she greeted him, “Nice to meet you!”

Without responding to her, George strode off toward the inside of the villa as
though Aleena was non-existent.



Penny couldn’t help but look slightly awkward because of George’s reaction. He
was indeed a very good-looking man but the only thing was, he treated people with
indifference no matter who he was dealing with.

Stiffly, she said to Aleena, “Aleena, let’s go inside! It’s freezing here.”

In fact, Aleena was enjoying the chilly wind outside at the moment but then again,
she couldn’t wait to see how Olivia was going to deal with the two guys, and she
was dying to see how Olivia would look when she became a b*tch in heat after the
drugs started to take effect.

Therefore, she said yes to Penny and followed them inside.

Olivia had no clue at all that George had headed to Nolan Residence instead of
going back to Muse Peninsula.

The moment Penny and him approached her, she was flabbergasted and her mind
went blank for a second. All the noise in her surroundings seemed to have been
muted as all she could think of was the reason why George was here.

Why was he here? Was he invited by Penny or did he follow her here because he
didn’t trust her at all?

She stammered, “G-George, why are you here?”

George stared at her looking unstirred because he had pretty much calmed himself
down after spending about an hour outside Nolan Residence.

In fact, he didn’t intend to go inside if it wasn’t because he was spotted by Penny.
He had planned to just wait for Olivia to come out so that he could tell her how
long he had waited for her and demand an explanation from her
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But since he was already inside, he was determined to bring her away with him.
Speaking in a tone as level as usual, he questioned, “Didn’t you tell me that Marcus
wanted to meet up with you for a favor? Where’s he now?”

Stiffly, Olivia squeezed out a smile and answered, “A-After I parted ways with
Marcus, I received a call from Mr. Nolan who invited me to attend Master Merlin’s
birthday dinner. So, I came over here right after that.”

Still wearing a poker-faced expression, George went along with her instead of
exposing her lies. “Since you’ve already given him his gift, I think it’s about time
you go back home since North has to wake up early for school tomorrow.”

Olivia didn’t even make an effort to argue with him as she agreed to go
immediately, “Okay.”

Just as she was keeping away her belongings, her arm was grabbed by someone all
of a sudden.

She spun around and found it was Eugene, who was wearing an extremely glum
expression with his eyes looking frighteningly frigid. At that moment, he felt an
overwhelming desire to just spill the beans to George.

Yet, when he noticed the anxiety on Olivia’s face and the stares she was constantly
throwing at him, he decided to suppress the raging fury in him.

Horrified to see him holding her arm, Olivia tried to wiggle out of his hold gently
while speaking politely at the same time, “Mr. Nolan, we shall get going now since
it’s getting late.”

Eugene, who refused to let her go, stared at George with hostility in his eyes.

“Mr. Parsons, are you here just to pick her up?”



George met his gaze calmly. While the two men were secretly having a stare down,
their voices remained calm and collected as if whoever lost it first would be
deemed the loser.

“You may think of it that way.”

“So, did you actually know that she was going to be here long before this?”

“Yes I did because I followed her here.” George decided to come clean.

Staring at George with a look of utter consternation, Olivia’s heart sank when she
heard that because it meant he knew that the explanation she offered just now was
a lie. He had indeed followed her here!

Secretly, she tugged at Eugene’s shirt to stop him from asking more questions
because the more he asked, the more embarrassed she would be.

Curling the corners of his lips into a smile, Eugene suggested, “Seems like you
really care about her safety a lot. Since you’re already here, why don’t you take a
seat and have some drinks?”

George responded in an icy voice, “I’m not here as a guest. Olivia, let’s go.”

Olivia struggled to break free from Eugene but he refused to let her go. With an
extremely surly face, his voice still sounded calm but deep down inside, he was so
infuriated that he couldn’t wait to kill George.

“I think you should say bye to Grandpa before you leave.”

Slightly intimidated by Eugene’s somber face, Olivia responded obediently,
“Okay.”

Then, she turned to face George and said good-naturedly, “George, please wait for
me while I say bye to Grandpa.”



As keen as George was to bring her away, he wouldn’t stop her from doing the
basic courtesy. Therefore, he didn’t say anything to stop her albeit still maintaining
a bleak expression on his face.

Meanwhile, Eugene left an instruction to Penny, who had gone stupefied because
of the scene, “Penny, please take care of Mr. Parsons!”

“Okay,” Penny replied.

Then, Eugene headed straight upstairs together with Olivia and North.

He didn’t say anything along the way even until they had reached the second floor,
and his face was so dark that it looked like the overcast sky before a storm.

Olivia assumed that he brought her upstairs just to lash out on her and she had
mentally prepared herself to face that, but to her surprise, he was silent.

Feeling bad to see him trying so hard to control his temper, she took the initiative
to speak, “Please don’t be angry. Isn’t this kind of a good way to end this? At least
people won’t be suspicious of our relationship because I will be leaving together
with George. Also, you won’t have to be worried that people will start plotting
against us to break us apart.”

Without uttering a word, Eugene glanced at her with his brooding eyes which
contained waves of complicated emotion. In the end, his sanity took control of the
situation and made sure he kept his cool.

Olivia reached for his hands and shared her thoughts with him, “Someone must
have told George beforehand that I would be here, or he wouldn’t have followed
me for no reason at all.

In fact, I already felt that something fishy was going on at the time he went missing
all of a sudden, but I just stopped bothering about it because I was preoccupied and
since nothing bad actually happened to him in the end. Come to think of it, I think
it’s very likely that he had already started to be suspicious of us then.”
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Finally, Eugene stopped in his tracks and examined her with a penetrating stare.
“So, when are you going to stop hiding me in your closet?”

Holding his hands, Olivia swayed his arms and cajoled him, “I’ll explain it to
George after I get home. I’m sure he will leave once he believes me.”

Eugene pressed on, “What if he refuses to believe you? Are you going to break up
with me because of that? Olivia, you have to make a choice between the two of us
because it’s inevitable that you will have to hurt one of us!”

North was so anxious when he heard that and his gaze shifted back and forth
between Eugene and his mother. If the two were really going to break up, all his
effort in playing matchmaker for them would go down the drain.

Taking a glance at North who was looking edgy, Olivia took a deep breath before
she said, “I understand that but even that’s the case, I’d like to minimize the
damage so that George can accept our relationship gradually. I believe he’s sensible
enough to figure out everything himself and accept the truth, but we have to give
him some time to process the information. Eugene, please believe that I will be
able to solve this!”

In a calm voice, he countered, “Is doing everything he wishes your way to solve it?
Why did you agree to go back just because he asked you to? Do you still remember
your promise? Olivia, if I continue to let you have your way, I’ll only be torturing
myself! Would you do it if he were to ask you to break up with me?”

Knitting her brows together, Olivia was eager to clarify herself, “Eugene, please
don’t push me into making a decision and you’re making me feel guilty for some
reason. I really have a valid reason why I’m doing this, but I have no time to tell
you about it now. Can I explain it to you tomorrow?”

Eugene stared at her morosely without a word because he had no idea what to say.

In fact, he did realize that he was greedy when it came to their relationship because
he was never content with what he had, and he was constantly asking for more



from her. If she had not agreed to be his girlfriend at all, she would not have to be
put in such a quandary and be so guilt-stricken.

To be honest, he was so eager that he had started picturing his life with her in the
next ten years although he had yet to even pass his trial period as her boyfriend.

Suddenly, he heard a string of extremely light footsteps coming from the first floor.
He first pulled Olivia to a more secluded corner before bending down to look in the
direction of the first floor to find Ben and Penny standing there.

Looking panicked, Olivia mouthed, “Who’s there?”

Eugene answered her in the same way, “George.”

At first, she wanted to haul him away to hide somewhere else but she was stopped
by Eugene, who deliberately raised his voice and said, “I’m sorry for asking you to
be here at such a short notice. As my grandfather fancies North a great deal, I just
wanted the two of you to be here to cheer him up. Perhaps your senior has gotten
the wrong idea.”

Olivia was sharp enough to understand what he was trying to do. Therefore, she
too went along with his statement by speaking politely, “It’s fine. In fact, I am the
one who’s supposed to say sorry for almost going back on my promise to attend
your grandfather’s birthday celebration dinner. George has always been a rigid
person and he has always taken care of me like his daughter over the years. North
and I have already gotten used to it.”

Eugene said, “It’s good to have someone who cares about you. In this case, you
should really explain everything to him at home then!”

“Yes, he’s not being himself simply because he’s too worried about us.”

Eugene said, “I’d love to see you stay for the birthday cake but I don’t suppose
George will let you do that.”



Casting him an appreciative glance, Olivia responded sleekly, “I’ll visit you guys
some other time!”

After she said that, they put an end to the show and continued their way to Old
Man Nolan’s room.

Meanwhile, George remained rooted to the spot as he wondered whether the
conversation they just had was true.

Why did he have a feeling that Eugene wasn’t interested in Olivia at all?

He spun around and asked Penny, “Does your brother have a girlfriend?”

Penny was thrilled to see George initiating a conversation with her considering that
the man was so aloof. It was the first sentence he had spoken to her ever since he
stepped foot in the villa.

“I don’t think he has one but he doesn’t really share his private affairs with us. I
know many of his friends are women but I’ve never heard that he has a girlfriend.
Seems like he isn’t interested in any of them.”

George frowned upon her statement and questioned, “Why is that so?”

Penny elaborated, “He once let a woman down several years ago and he’s been
looking for her ever since. I think he’s not looking for a girlfriend because he’s still
waiting for her to be back!”


